Ultra-Thin Straightening Irons

BABNTL3072T, 1½" BABNTL3073T

These ultra-thin Nano Titanium™ irons feature super-smooth titanium plates housed in Ryton®, to withstand ultra-high heat levels. Instant heat and recovery, up to 450°F. Lightweight and balanced, the slim design eliminates hand fatigue and increases styling flexibility. The result is pin-straight hair with blinding shine!

½" Mini Straightener
BABNTL3050

This little gem features nano technology for smooth and silky style. Natural ions reduce frizz while the heat-resistant Ryton® housing provides comfortable handling. Temps reach 430°F quickly and evenly, plus dual voltage. Great for travel!

Mini Trimmer
BABNTL49

Lightweight and compact, this mini trimmer provides maximum versatility to effectively trim, clip or outline necklines, hairlines, beards and more. The ultra-thin styling makes it ultra-chic and ultra-portable.

Bringing you the hottest looks of the season
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Mini Straightener
Mini Trimmer
Prepacks

Ionic Dryer & 1 ¼" ConiCurl® Iron
BABNTPP1

Double the style with this awesome prepack! The ConiCurl® iron is cleverly designed with a conical shape that’s wide near the handle for loose curls and narrow at the tip for a tighter shape. The Nano Titanium™ dryer offers a triple threat combination of power, speed and design with 2000-watt performance and lightweight ergonomic handling.

Bambino™ Dryer & 1 ¼" Ionic Straightener
BABNTPP2

Fab x 2. The mighty mini Bambino™ dryer packs all the power of 1000 watts in a highly portable size! It’s dual voltage, with 2 heat and speed settings to provide styling versatility. The Ionic straightening iron features an LED temperature control for elegant style with high performance, max 450°F. The built-in ionic generator and extra-long plates shine and straighten hair faster.
Hair dryer

Hairsetter

Nano Titanium™ by BaByliss®

Create beautiful, silky smooth curls and waves with this exceptional hairsetter. Nano Titanium™ promotes heat retention with maximum infrared heat that penetrates the hair from within for faster styling with less damage. You’re on a roll now!

Portofino® Hair Dryer
BABNTL661O

The Italian-made dryer features a powerful AC motor to minimize drying time and last up to 3 times longer than a standard dryer. Integrated ion generator virtually eliminates frizz to finish hair with brilliant shine. Six heat/speed settings and an ergonomic handle are comfortable for everyday use in the salon. Includes 3 ultra-thin concentrator nozzles and a finger diffuser.

8-Roller Set
BABNTLHS8 (4 X 2", 4 X 1 3/4")

Create beautiful, silky smooth curls and waves with this exceptional hairsetter. Nano Titanium™ promotes heat retention with maximum infrared heat that penetrates the hair from within for faster styling with less damage. You’re on a roll now!
Nano Titanium™
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